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Abstract 
Recent studies have shown that different mental health problems appear to be partly influenced 
by the same set of genes, which can be summarized by a general genetic factor.  To date, such 
studies have relied on surveys of community-based samples, which could introduce potential 
biases.  To examine if a general genetic factor would still emerge when based on another 
assessment method vulnerable to a different set of biases, we targeted all adults in Sweden (N = 
3,475,112) using national registers and identified those who had received one or more 
psychiatric diagnoses after seeking or being forced into mental health care.  In order to examine 
the genetic versus environmental etiology of the general factor, we examined whether 
participants’ full- or half-siblings had also received diagnoses.  We focused on eight major 
psychiatric disorders based on the International Classification of Diseases, including 
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar disorder, depression, anxiety, attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder, alcohol use disorder, and drug abuse.  In addition, we included 
convictions of violent crimes.  Multivariate analyses demonstrated that a general genetic factor 
influenced all disorders and convictions of violent crimes, accounting for between 10 (ADHD) 
and 36 percent (drug abuse) of the variance of the conditions.  Thus, a general genetic factor of 
psychopathology emerges when based on both surveys as well as national registers, indicating 
that a set of pleiotropic genes influence a variety of psychiatric disorders.   
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Common psychiatric disorders share the same genetic origin: A multivariate sibling study 
of the Swedish population 
Although psychiatric disorders are treated as distinct entities in clinical praxis,(1) 
comorbidity is the rule rather than exception in psychiatry.(2)  For example, in a representative 
sample of over 9,000 individuals in the United States, over half of those who met criteria for one 
disorder in a given year also met criteria for another disorder.(3)  This extensive overlap may 
indicate that ostensibly discrete disorders partly share similar origins.  Two broad factors, 
internalizing and externalizing, have been found to explain much of the co-occurrence among 
psychopathologies.(2, 4, 5)  The internalizing dimension puts individuals at risk for depression 
and anxiety, and the externalizing dimension puts individuals at risk for drug abuse and conduct 
problems.   
More recently, it has been observed that because the internalizing and externalizing 
dimensions are also positively associated, it may be that an even broader dimension––a general 
factor of psychopathology––puts individuals at risk for developing all forms of 
psychopathologies.(6-9)  Indeed, models of psychiatric disorders that include a general factor 
tend to fit data better, compared to models that do not include a general factor.(10)  In a 
community-based study of over 30,000 individuals representative of the United States 
population, a model based on common mental disorders assessed through diagnostic interviews 
fit significantly better when a general factor was included.(7)  This indicates that risk for mental 
illness may not only be shared across internalizing and externalizing forms of psychopathology, 
but also across all disorders to some extent.   
Twin studies have demonstrated that the general factor of psychopathology primarily has 
a genetic origin.(8, 9)  This suggests that a set of pleiotropic genes influence a variety of 
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disorders and problems, which has implications for nosology and molecular genetics approaches.  
For example, aside from identifying genes that are specific to particular disorders, there may also 
be merit in searching for genetic risk variants that influence all forms of psychiatric diagnoses.   
However, to date, all twin studies of the general factor have targeted the general 
population with a battery of questions about mental illness.  Such survey studies could be biased. 
First, some may decline to participate (selection bias).  For example, poorer and more 
psychiatrically troubled individuals appear less likely to participate in survey research.(11, 12) 
Second, people may not report accurately about their symptoms (presentation bias).  For 
example, retrospective evaluations may underestimate lifetime prevalence rates.(13, 14)   
The aim of the current study was to explore whether a general genetic factor would 
emerge when based on individuals in treatment, as identified by registers.  Although register data 
are also vulnerable to biases (e.g., not all troubled individuals may seek out help and individuals 
with multiple diagnoses are more likely to come into contact with the mental health system), 
these differ from those of survey designs. Thus, if different study designs come to similar 
conclusions, it will strengthen the hypothesis that a general genetic factor is important in 
psychiatry.   
Method 
Participants 
Using personal identification numbers unique to each individual living in Sweden, we 
created a population-based cohort by linking together several longitudinal population registers.   
The National Patient Register captures all public psychiatric inpatient admissions in Sweden 
since 1973 and outpatient diagnoses since 2001, classified by the attending physician using a 
non-hierarchical diagnostic structure in accordance with version eight (1969-1986), nine (1987-
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1996), or ten (1997- present) of the International Classification of Diseases(15) (ICD) system.  
Diagnoses were recorded as life-time prevalence rates, thus participants could receive a different 
diagnosis at any point in time.   
The Multi-Generation Register enabled identification of all siblings (including twins, 
however, these were excluded due to power reasons) registered as living in Sweden since 1961 
and born in Sweden since 1932.  We focused on two siblings per family to simplify the analyses.  
In order to maximize the follow-up time (and thereby power), we selected the oldest pair.  In 
order to maximize the probability that they experienced a similar shared environment, we only 
included pairs who were born within five years of each other.  The final sample consisted of 
1,466,543 pairs of full siblings, 129,715 pairs of maternal half-siblings, 141,298 pairs of paternal 
half-siblings.   
Disorders and conditions 
ICD-10 groups mental disorders into eleven broad categories.(15)  We focused on a 
subset of these, including drug and alcohol abuse disorders (F10-F19), disorders with psychotic 
features (F20-F29), mood disorders (F30-F39), anxiety disorders (F40-F48), physiological 
disturbances (where we only included eating disorders, F50, because the other diagnoses, such as 
problems with sleep and sex, seemed less related to major psychiatric disorders), and behavioral 
and emotional disorders with a childhood onset (where we only focused on hyperkinetic 
disorders, F90, because the other diagnoses, such as conduct disorder and attachment difficulties, 
are expected to emerge as different problems in adulthood).  We excluded organic disorders 
(F00-F09), mental retardation (F70-F79), and developmental disorders (F80-f89) because these 
are generally considered to have different etiologies.  We also excluded personality disorders 
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(F60-F69) due to power reasons.  Because there was no overlap between OCD and 
schizophrenia, or between schizoaffective and eating disorder, in the maternal half-sibling 
subgroup, we subsumed OCD under the anxiety cluster, and opted to retain schizoaffective rather 
than eating disorder because, to our knowledge, this diagnosis has not been studied as 
extensively in relation to other disorders.  In addition, though not a mental disorder, we also 
included a history of violent criminal convictions because it may relate to behavioral disorders.  
The prevalence rates for each sub-sample are displayed in Table 1, the ICD codes related to each 
diagnosis and a description of convictions classified as violent are displayed in Appendix 1, and 
the correlations within and between full siblings, maternal half-siblings, and paternal half-
siblings are presented in Appendices 2, 3, and 4, respectively.  
Statistical analyses 
We used Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to examine the potential presence of a 
general factor, which describes the overlap among the disorders (operationalized as tetrachoric 
correlations) with a fewer number of factors.  We relied on EFA rather than confirmatory 
approaches because a) although we expected internalizing and externalizing dimensions to 
emerge, we were uncertain how disorders with psychotic symptomatology might pertain to these; 
b) we did not expect the data to have simple structure; and c) we were unable to rely on the log-
likelihood function, which is useful when comparing nested confirmatory models.   
By imposing restrictions on how the factors correlate across siblings, one can explore 
their genetic and environmental etiology.  Specifically, by fixing one set of factors to correlate at 
their expected average genetic overlap across siblings (i.e., .5 for full siblings and .25 for half-
siblings), such factors will have 100 percent heritability, assessing the additive effects of 
different alleles (i.e., genetic factors).  To assess the shared environment, that is, non-genetic 
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components making pairs of siblings similar, one fixes another set of factors to correlate at unity 
across full and maternal half-siblings (because they grow up in the same household) and at zero 
for paternal half-siblings (because they grow up in different households).  Lastly, by fixing a set 
of factors to correlate at zero across all siblings, such factors will measure the non-shared 
environment, that is, non-genetic components making siblings within a pair dissimilar.  This type 
of EFA is called an Independent Pathway Model (16), which we used in order to explore whether 
the general factor had a genetic etiology. 
In the first step of an EFA, one must determine how many factors to extract.  Because we 
wanted to explore genetic, shared environmental, and non-shared environmental factors, we used 
a Cholesky decomposition to examine how many dimensions existed in each of these three parts 
separately (17) by relying on four different indices of dimensionality.  First, the Eigenvalue-
greater-than-one index specifies that a factor should explain more than one variable.(18)  
Second, parallel analysis simulates random (uncorrelated) data with the same number of 
observations and variables as the original data, and the number of factors emerging from the 
random data is used as a lower baseline for how many factors to extract from the original 
data.(19)  Third, the scree plot involves plotting the Eigenvalues against the number of extracted 
dimensions, and identifying a break, or an “elbow,” in the plot, after which ensuing factors 
presumably capitalize on random noise that does not replicate across samples.(20)  Fourth, the 
Minimum Average Partial (MAP) index involves iteratively extracting successive Eigenvectors 
from the observed correlation matrix, and identifying after how many extractions the average of 
the residual correlations reaches a minimum.(21)  
Although estimator and modeling constraints prevented a direct chi-square comparison, a 
Cholesky without the shared environment (Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation, RMSEA, 
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= .001, 90% CI: .000-.001; Confirmatory Fit Index, CFI, = .997; Tucker-Lewis Index, TLI = 
.996) appeared to fit no worse compared to a Cholesky that included the shared environment 
(RMSEA = .001, 90% CI: .001-.001; CFI = .996; TLI = .995).  Therefore, variation attributable 
to the shared environment was removed from further analyses.   
Based on the Eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule, indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1, 
there were two genetic and one non-shared environment factor.  The parallel analysis indicated 
the same number of dimensions (indicated by the same dashed line) because this index 
approximates the Eigenvalue rule as the sample size grows large.  Likewise, the scree plot in 
Figure 1 also indicated that a break occurred after two genetic and one non-shared environment 
factor.  In contrast to these indices, the MAP index suggested that there was one genetic and one 
non-shared environment factor.  Because three of the four tests indicated that there were two 
genetic dimensions, we focused on such a model.  Because all four tests indicated that there was 
only one non-shared environment factor, we did not extract more (or less) than that.   
The second step of an EFA concerns how to rotate the factors. We opted to rotate the 
variance shared between the two genetic factors toward a single factor. (22) This way, the 
solution consisted of a common (general) genetic factor, and two independent specific genetic 
factors, referred to as subfactors henceforth.  The multivariate analyses were carried out in 
Mplus.(23)  Rotations were done in R(24) with the GPArotations package,(25) and the parallel 
analysis and MAP were conducted using the psych package.(26)  Because half-siblings tend to 
evidence a higher rate of disorders compared to full siblings, thresholds were allowed to vary 
across the three sibling structures (full, maternal half-, and paternal half-siblings).  The effect of 
gender was regressed out of all analyses.   
Code availability 
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The computer code is available upon request from the first author. 
Results 
The EFA solution is displayed in Table 2, which fit the data very well (Root Mean 
Square Error of Approximation = .001, 90% Confidence Interval: .001-.001; Confirmatory Fit 
Index = .99; 2  = 996.65, degrees of freedom = 550, p > .001).  As hypothesized, all disorders 
and violent criminal convictions loaded in the same direction on the general genetic factor (range 
.31 to .60), indicating that all conditions partly shared the same genetic origin.  Aside from the 
general genetic factor, schizoaffective disorder (loading = .67), schizophrenia (loading = .56), 
and bipolar disorder (loading = .40) loaded together, indicating that psychotic problems shared a 
genetic pathway independent of the general factor.  The second genetic subfactor included 
loadings on drug abuse (loading = .65), alcohol abuse (loading = .51), violent criminal 
convictions (loading = .47), ADHD (loading = .46), and anxiety (loading = .39).  Although the 
strongest loadings were on typical externalizing problems, we interpreted this factor as non-
psychotic problems because anxiety also loaded on it. The non-shared environment factor, which 
we interpreted as mood problems, included loadings on major depression (loading = .86), bipolar 
(loading = .72), and anxiety (loading = .46).   
Figure 2 displays the variance accounted for in each disorder attributable to different 
sources.  As can be seen, between 10 (for ADHD) and 36 percent (for drug abuse) of the 
observed phenotypic variance could be attributed to genetic effects shared across all disorders.  
This indicates that if a sibling displayed some kind of psychopathology, the co-sibling was at 
increased risk for not only the same condition, but also for all other forms of psychopathology.  
There were also genetic effects unique to each condition, with ADHD and violent criminal 
convictions exhibiting the greatest influence by genes not in common with the other disorders.   
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The non-shared environment factor indicated that there was overlap among mood 
disorders within sibling pairs after controlling for genes.  In addition, there were substantial non-
shared environment components unique to each disorder, particularly for alcohol abuse disorder 
and anxiety. 
Sensitivity analyses 
We also explored models with one (Appendix 5) and three (Appendix 6) genetic factors.  
The general genetic factor emerged in both of these models (loadings ranged from .31 to .88), 
indicating the general genetic factor is not merely an artifact based on the number of extracted 
factors.  In Appendix 7, we thoroughly explored the assumptions we made about the shared 
environment, especially regarding how it contributed to similarity among paternal half-siblings. 
In short, regardless of how we parameterized the shared environment, it played a vanishingly 
small role for the covariation among the disorders, in accordance with our main analyses.  
Because the rotation toward a general factor is indeterminate when based on two factors, 
we examined whether this influenced the general genetic factor in Appendix 8.  Results 
demonstrated that a general genetic factor tended to emerge regardless of how this indeterminacy 
was resolved.  Furthermore, the general genetic factor appeared highly similar when based on an 
indeterminate as well as a determinate solution, indicating that the general genetic factor was not 
an artifact related to rotational constraints. 
Discussion 
Results demonstrated that common psychiatric disorders and a history of violent criminal 
convictions partly shared the same genetic origin, dovetailing with past twin,(8, 9) family,(27) 
and genomic studies.(28, 29)  Furthermore, independent of a shared genetic origin, there were 
specific genetic pathways influencing disorders with psychotic and non-psychotic features, 
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respectively.  In contrast to the genetic general factor, the non-shared environment factor did not 
influence all disorders but primarily only those related to mood problems.   
General factor interpretation 
Although the general factor appears to be an important phenomenon in psychiatry and 
predicts a host of maladaptive outcomes,(6, 30, 31) it is difficult to interpret because, by 
definition, it consists of the variance in common among all conditions.  Perhaps as a 
consequence, researchers have suggested quite different interpretations of the general factor, 
including that it represents an evolved tendency favoring more cooperative and stable 
personalities;(32) the personality trait neuroticism, which taps the tendency to experience 
negative emotions;(10) and psychotic thinking.(6)  We proffer an additional speculation, namely, 
that the general factor measures overall distress or impairment, akin to the Global Assessment 
Functioning index of the Diagnostic Statistical Manual-IV.(33)   
Limitations and future directions 
First, for power reasons, we were unable to explore if the relative contribution of genetic 
and environmental factors on the general factor were different between men and women. The 
registers used in this study continuously add new data; future studies should investigate this 
possibility.  Second, as noted above, the rotation method we used is underdetermined but this did 
not appear to influence the results (Appendix 8).  On a related note, because we could not use an 
estimator that maximized the log-likelihood function, we could not compare the dimensionality 
of the correlation matrices using metrics such as Akaike’s Information Criterion.(34)  However, 
given that the general genetic factor emerged regardless of whether we extracted one, two, or 
three genetic factors, the results did not appear to hinge on a particular dimensionality index. 
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Third, assessment of disorders from registers is relatively crude, and do not permit the 
richness of clinical interviews or surveys. Furthermore, register data will not include troubled 
individuals who chose not to seek help, leading to an underestimation of prevalence rates.  Also, 
individuals with multiple diagnoses are more likely to get in contact with the mental health 
system, which can lead to an overestimation of associations among disorders.  Nevertheless, we 
note that our results of a general genetic factor of psychopathology are consistent with previous 
survey studies (8, 9) having completely different types of assumptions, suggesting that results are 
not entirely due to biases. 
 Fourth, we note that a specific genetic internalizing dimension did not emerge, probably 
because we funneled different forms of anxiety into a single diagnosis in order to increase power.  
On a related note, even though research has shown that personality disorders are related to 
common psychiatric diagnoses,(35) we were unable to include them due to power reasons.  
Again, future studies based on the more nuanced ICD-versions will be able to address these 
issues.   
Fifth, in the main analyses we used the assumption that maternal half-siblings shared all 
of the shared environment and that paternal half-siblings shared none.  We acknowledge that this 
assumption is a simplification, but thorough sensitivity analyses using different assumptions(36) 
all showed that the shared environment had a vanishingly small influence on the observed 
overlap among the disorders (Appendix 7).  Thus, for our research question the exact 
parameterization of the shared environment does not seem to be essential. 
Sixth, due to power reasons we used diagnoses gathered from 1969 and onward covering 
ICD versions 8 through 10.  It is a considerable limitation that we did not have access to the 
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more fine-grained distinctions among different anxiety disorders introduced in ICD-10 over the 
entire period.  If so, we may have identified an internalizing disorders factor.  
Seventh, register data, which is based on informal interviews carried out by clinicians, 
may underestimate comorbidity in comparison to structured interviews.  For example, clinicians 
may rely on exclusionary criteria in order to reach a diagnosis, may favor a particular diagnosis 
and thereby miss out on other potential diagnoses, and may assign diagnoses partly based on past 
conditions. 
Conclusion 
Relying on a large population-based sibling study, we showed that a variety of common 
psychiatric conditions partly shared the same genetic origin.  This is the first study of its kind to 
demonstrate such broad genetic overlap among disorders in individuals who sought or were 
forced to seek mental health care, dovetailing with survey studies of the general population.  
Given its ubiquitous influence and predictive power, this broad genetic risk factor warrants 
further investigation and consideration. 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. Scree plot of the genetic and non-shared environment. 
Figure 2. Variance attributable to genetic and non-shared environment sources for each 
diagnosis.  Scz = Schizophrenia; Shzaff = Schizoaffective disorder; bipol = Bipolar; MDD = 
Major Depressive Disorder; Anx = Anxiety; ADHD = Attention-deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder; 
Drug = Drug abuse; Alco = Alcohol abuse; Vc = Conviction of violent crimes.  
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Table 1. Frequencies of diagnoses. 
 Full siblings Maternal half-siblings Paternal half-siblings 
Diagnoses No Yes Percent No Yes Percent No Yes Percent 
Schizophrenia 2921658 11428 0.39% 258145 1285 0.50% 281141 1455 0.51% 
Schizoaffective 2929627 3459 0.12% 259093 337 0.13% 282186 410 0.15% 
Bipolar 2916456 16630 0.57% 257616 1814 0.70% 280695 1901 0.67% 
Depression 2856451 76635 2.61% 249161 10269 3.96% 272147 10449 3.70% 
Anxiety 2827955 105131 3.58% 243888 15542 5.99% 267061 15535 5.50% 
ADHD 2923667 9419 0.32% 256937 2493 0.96% 280281 2315 0.82% 
Drug abuse 2889568 43518 1.48% 249646 9784 3.77% 273239 9357 3.31% 
Alcohol abuse 2845565 87521 2.98% 245008 14422 5.56% 268716 13880 4.91% 
Convictions of 
violent crimes 
2835889 97197 3.31% 237892 21538 8.30% 261902 20694 7.32% 
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Table 2. Factor structure of common mental disorders.
Non-shared
Genetic Factors environment factor
General Psychotic Non-psychotic Mood
Diagnosis factor problems problems problems
Schizophrenia 0.58 0.56 0.09 0.02
Schizoaffective 0.55 0.67 -0.05 0.29
Bipolar 0.41 0.40 0.06 0.72
MDD 0.35 0.14 0.25 0.86
Anxiety 0.38 0.04 0.39 0.46
ADHD 0.31 -0.11 0.46 0.38
Drug 0.60 0.02 0.65 0.15
Alcohol 0.46 0.01 0.51 0.18
Crime 0.43 0.01 0.47 -0.02
Note. Loadings equal to or greater than .30 are bolded.
